Jeron’s Noti-Fi™ Routes Nurse Call Alerts Directly to Caregiver’s Smartphone

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

October 11 – Niles, Illinois – With Jeron’s Noti-Fi application, the ubiquitous smartphone is now a tool to deliver patient/resident satisfaction while supporting a safer healthcare environment for hospitals, nursing homes, and ambulatory surgery centers. The Noti-Fi smartphone application is the latest addition to the Pro-Alert™ and Provider® family of Nurse Call Systems.

When using Noti-Fi, from an Android smartphone or tablet:

- A tone and/or vibration alerts staff to a new resident/patient call
- Active calls display with the room number, type of call priority, and how long the call has been active
- Calls display based on duration and call priority; the highest priority call is always at the top
- Caregivers work as a team by “accepting” the call they will respond to; this automatically alerts other caregivers as to who is attending to the call
- Overtime reminders automatically alert caregivers when a call has not been addressed within a pre-determined time period

Noti-Fi is flexible, scalable, and a value-based solution as it leverages the technology facilities already have in place. No cell phone data is required because call notification are sent over the existing Wi-Fi LAN. To receive Noti-Fi alerts, any Android phone or tablet can be used instead of having to purchase and maintain additional devices such as pocket pagers.

Noti-Fi Benefits:

- **Patients/Residents** benefit from reduced alarm noise when caregivers are alerted directly. Reduced background noise and improve response time to calls support a healthier environment
- **Caregivers** get an easy-to-use interface on their existing device; they don’t have to carry another device
- **Administrators** can review call volume and response times to increase efficiency and improve resident/patient satisfaction when using Jeron’s reporting package
- **IT/Maintenance** doesn’t have to maintain an additional system and can swap out a defective phone instead of having to send a pocket pager out to be repaired

“With Noti-Fi, we are excited to offer a flexible tool that keeps caregivers mobile while still being completely connected to their residents or patients,” says Myles Cochran, Jeron’s Director of Marketing. “Noti-Fi complements our other wireless phone and pocket paging options allowing facilities to choose the wireless option or options that work best for them.”

Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. provides scalable systems and integrations giving healthcare facilities a complete communications, alerting, rounding, and workflow solution ranging from a single nursing unit or ambulatory surgery center to an entire multi-building campus.

ABOUT JERON ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS, INC: A leader in communications systems for the healthcare industry, Jeron Electronic Systems, Inc. is the engineering and manufacturing force behind Provider® and Pro-Alert™ Nurse Call Systems.